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FOREWORD 
This document contains the S,uwnary Report for the Study of Low-Accelera- 
tion Space Transportation Systems. 
NASA G. C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama, under Contract 
No. NAS8-11309. 
by the Systems Analysis Section of the United Aircraft Research Laboratories, 
with support from the Advanced Power Systems Organization of Pratt & Whitney 
Aircraft. 
The study effort was sponsored by the 
The results of the studies reported herein were obtained 
The complete results of the study are contained in the following 
volumes: 
Volume I - Summary 
Volume I1 - Technical Report 
The initial period of performance began in July 1964 and ended in the 
latter part o f  June 1965. 
statement of work and the supplemental period of performance covered July 
1965 through June 1966. 
Additional tasks were added to the original 
Although the current document summarizes the results of the entire 
study insofar as the general study objectives are concerned, further detailed 
information showing the chonological development of data obtained in the 
first study phase may be found in United Aircraft Research Laboratories 
Report D-910262-3, Study of Low-Acceleration Space Transportation Systems 
(July 1965), Interim Report. 
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SECTION I 
INTRODUCTION 
This repor t  summarizes t h e  results of a two-year study on manned missions 
t o  Mars i n  the  1980 t i m e  period using combined high- and low-thrust space 
t ranspor ta t ion  systems. 
naut ics  and Space Administration, G. C .  Marshall Space F l ight  Center. 
first yea r ' s  study was executed under Contract Us8-11309 which was sub- 
sequently enlarged t o  include another yea r ' s  study of supplemental t a sks .  
Report D-910262-3 ( Ju ly  1965) de ta i l s  t h e  r e s u l t s  of t h e  f irst  yea r ' s  study 
e f f o r t .  
obtained during t h e  second year o f  e f f o r t .  
The analysis was performed f o r  the  National Aero- 
The 
The information presented herein per ta ins  t o  the  major r e s u l t s  
Objectives and Scope 
The bas ic  object ive of t he  en t i re  study was t o  determine whether a use- 
fu l  manned mission t o  Mars could be accomplished during +he 1980 time period 
u t i l i z i n g  high- and low-thrust propulsion systems i n  combination. 
pr inc ipa l  spec i f ic  object ive was t o  invest igate  means for  minimizing t h e  
vehicle  mass placed on Earth parking o r b i t .  
e n t i r e l y  upon the  low-thrust t ra jec tory  da ta  needed t o  perform the  mission 
s tudies .  A promising approach was developed, and, accordingly, t h e  i n i t i a l  
t asks  were supplemented by addi t ional  work. The prime object ive of t h i s  
addi t iona l  e f f o r t  was t o  fu r the r  develop and check t h e  s implif ied t r a j ec to ry  
model f o r  low-thrust systems, including ca lcu la t ion  of near-optimum tra- 
j e c t o r i e s  f o r  combined high-low acceleration systems as applied t o  t h e  
manned Mars mission. 
The 
During the i n i t i a l  period of 
p ~ f ~ ~ ~ ~ z c c  it l;ze~-;,~ a-v-l<eiit t hs t  tk  ( I ; G i i G u c t  ul^  iiie sLuciy r e i i e a  almost 
The underlying philosophy i n  the  conduct of t he  study was or iented 
pr imari ly  toward in tegra t ing  t h e  requirements of t he  hybrid-thrust f l i g h t  
mode with the  operating charac te r i s t ics  of t h e  major vehicle  subsystem, 
t h e  powerplant. The study concentrated on manned t r i p s  t o  Mars occurring 
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i n  the  opposition of 1980. 
planetary vehicle was t o  de l iver  a Mars excursion module onto a Martian parking 
orb i t ,  l o i t e r  i n  the parking o rb i t  for  30 days, rendezvous w i t h  the  surface 
exploration team, and return the  crew and s c i e n t i f i c  materials and data  t o  
Earth. The major indicator of mission capabi l i ty  was considered t o  be the  
t o t a l  vehicle mass required on Earth parking o r b i t  as a function of t he  
f l i g h t  and powerplant parameters and i n  r e l a t ion  t o  t he  payload capabi l i ty  
o f  the  Saturn V .  
The prime mission of the  hybrid-thrust i n t e r -  
The development of c r i t e r i a  and requirements for t h e  low-acceleration 
propulsion system was l imited t o  two major considerations.  
establishment of desired operating charac te r i s t ics  f o r  t h e  primary subsystem 
of i n t e r e s t ,  i . e . ,  t h e  powerplant. 
mination of t he  optimum mix of high- and low-thrust propulsion which minimizes 
gross vehicle mass. The two considerations together, in te rpre ted  i n  terms 
of technology, consti tuted t h e  comparison data  employed t o  judge the  useful-  
ness of hybrid-thrust vehicle systems f o r  manned exploration of Mars. 
F i r s t  was the 
The second consideration was t h e  de te r -  
Basic Assumptions 
For study purposes, ce r t a in  basic  assumptions were made regarding the 
low-thrust t ra jectory,  t he  powerplant, and t h e  vehicle  system model. 
f e l t  t h a t  these assumptions, while they may narrow t h e  scope of t h e  study, 
do not a f f e c t  the  conclusions made, which a r e  based on r e l a t i v e  comparisons, 
and the  evaluation of t he  worth of hybrid-thrust systems f o r  manned missions. 
It i s  
The hybrid-thrust mode used i n  the  mission s tudies  consisted of a high- 
th rus t  nuclear system f o r  departure from Earth parking o rb i t ,  an e l e c t r i c  
system f o r  t h e  heliocentric t ransfer  t o  Mars, another nuclear system fo r  
capture onto a Martian parking o rb i t ,  a nuclear propulsion u n i t  f o r  leaving 
the  parking o rb i t ,  an e l e c t r i c  system f o r  t r ans fe r  t o  Earth, and f i n a l l y  
an atmospheric entry system f o r  d i r ec t  capture a t  Earth.  
instances t h e  high-thrust propulsion systems f o r  Mars capture and departure 
were eliminated f o r  study purposes, the capture and departure operation then 
being effected by the e l e c t r i c  propulsion system. 
I n  spec ia l  
A l l  of t h e  low-thrust t r a j e c t o r i e s  employed i n  the study were of t h e  
var iable- thrust  mode wherein the  spec i f ic  impulse of the  e l e c t r i c  propulsion 
system i s  allowed t o  vary i n  a manner such t h a t  propellant consumed i s  a 
minimum. The use o f  var iable  r a the r  than constant t h r u s t  leads t o  
s l i g h t l y  lower t ra jec tory  requirements and, consequently, less vehicle  
mass. The differences,  however, do not mater ia l ly  a f f e c t  the  r e s u l t s  
o f  t h i s  study insofar as  the general conclusions derived herein a r e  
concerned. The general favored charac te r i s t ics  of t h e  powerplant, t he  
basic  f l i g h t  prof i le ,  the mix of high- and low-thrust systems, and, 
therefore,  t he  usefulness of  hybrid-thrust  manned Mars mission could 
1-2 
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be just as well delineated under either type of thrusting program. 
of the objectives of this study and the timeliness of the study results, the 
assumption of variable-thrust operation appeared justified. 
In view 
Although the specific impulse was allowed to vary, the corresponding 
efficiency of the thruster was kept constant at an average value. 
general, the output of the power system was permitted to vary with time in 
a probabilistic sense in order to assess the effects of discrete failures in 
components of the powerplant. The powerplant considered was an alkali-metal, 
nuclear Rankine cycle system utilizing a lithium-cooled fast reactor, 
specific weight of this system was considered to be a parameter varying 
between 5 and 20 kg/kw throughout the parametric phases of the study. 
In 
The 
The vehicle system model employed in the mass calculations consists of a 
basic spacecraft (containing a solar flare shelter, life support system, etc .), 
the Mars excursion module, the Earth capture system, nuclear propulsion steps 
for Earth departure and planetary arrival or departure, and the electric pro- 
pulsion system for the outbound and inbound heliocentric transfer. The 
nuclear propulsion system was ,considered to be of the NERVA/PHOEBUS type 
(Isp = 800 sec). The computation of vehicle mass utilized weight scaling 
laws for the life support system, the Earth capture system, and the high- 
thrust nuclear propulsion systems. 
Study Approach 
It was believed that the basic study objectives would be fulfilled 
by an integrated analysis of the major characteristics of the flight profile, 
the mixed-thrust trajectories, and power system parameters which are peculiar 
to the combined high- and low-thrust interplanetary vehicles. 
thrust trajectory requirements reflect the influence of the mission duration 
and the corresponding distribution in leg times, the hyperbolic excess speeds 
at the terminals of the trajectory, and the powerplant's probable decreasing 
power output. The powerplant operating characteristics directly affecting 
the vehicle system mass are specific weight and decreasing available power. 
Ey computing the Total venlcie mass as a func7;ion of t n e  aitferent para- 
meters in the trajectory requirements and powerplant characteristics, it 
is possible to relate the effectiveness of changing the trip time, the 
powerplant specific weight, and the decreasing available power. 
The low- 
The probable decrease in available power with time is a key parameter 
in evaluating the effectiveness of technological approaches to enhancing 
powerplant performance. Accordingly, the majority of the study effort was 
spent in not only determining the optimum hybrid-thrust brajectory require- 
ments but also in investigating methods of decreasing powerplant specific 
weight and of maintaining the power output at its original rating. 
dichotomous approach merges when the various parameters are integrated by 
This 
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the mission effectiveness studies. In these studies the trajectory charac- 
teristics and the power system technology areas are evaluated in terms of the 
corresponding vehicle mass requirements. This over-all method of analysis 
allows firm identification to be made of critical powerplant technology 
areas, their influence on the mission requirements, and the effectiveness 
of technological development to reducing such requirements. 
1-4 
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SECTION I1 
M I S S I O N  ANALYSIS AND REQUIRENENTS 
The bas i c  purpose of the m i s s i o n  s tudies  was t o  iden t i fy  t h e  s e n s i t i v i t y  
of mission requirements t o  postulated changes i n  the  t r a j ec to ry  and powerplant 
parameters and t o  determine favored f l i g h t  prof i les ,  propulsion modes, and 
desired power system operating charac te r i s t ics .  The approach e n t a i l s  i n t e -  
gra t ing  t h e  d i f fe ren t  parameters i n  a mass computation procedure t o  de te r -  
mine t h e  vehicle  mass required on Earth parking o rb i t  and i t s  corresponding 
breakdown, and su i tab ly  varying these parameters over a range of expected 
values. The r e s u l t s  a r e  displayed i n  terms of mass on Earth o r b i t  (MEO), 
the  parameter indicat ing t h e  m i s s i o n  requirements, 
The primary mission of t he  manned Mars f l i g h t  was assumed t o  be a surface 
exploration i n  1980 f o r  a period of  30 days, with a capabi l i ty  o f  re turning 
454 kg of s c i e n t i f i c  samples and information. 
f ixed throughout t he  study with the  number of men descending t o  the  surface 
taken as not more than four.  
A crew of 8 astronauts  was 
The outbound l e g  high-thrust departure from Earth, low-thrust hel io-  
cen t r ic  t ransfer ,  and capture a t  Mars were optimized between the  high- and 
low-thrust systems t o  provide maximum payload-to-gross weight r a t io ;  
s imi la r ly  fo r  the re turn  l e g .  
output as a function of t i m e  was included i n  the  t r a j ec to ry  analysis ,  thereby 
providing a means of r e l a t ing  postulated technological improvements i n  power 
system performance t o  t he  vehicle mass requirements. 
del ivered by the  power system depends on the  assumed component f a i l u r e  r a t e s  
and t h e  probabi l i ty  l e v e l  desired (see Section I V ) .  
l i n k  with present ly  known technology, t he  i n i t i a l  f a i l u r e  rates were assumed 
t o  be those experienced by commercial a i r c r a f t  gas turbines .  
i n  component technology were postulated which correspond t o  f a i l u r e  r a t e s  
about a f ac to r  of ten  lower than those of a i r c r a f t  gas turbines .  
I n  addition, the  decrease i n  powerplant 
The l e v e l  of output 
I n  order t o  provide a 
Improvements 
iicaiing L a w  Assumptlons 
The solid-core nuclear high-thru-st propulsion s t ep  i s  s ized using an 
empirical  equation for  t he  i n e r t  weight f ract ion,  @, as  a f inc t ion  of t he  
impulse propellant,  5 (kg) . 
The propel lant  required by the  m i s s i o n  is given by 
I1 -1 
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where p i s  the  stage mass r a t i o  and 
The two equations a re  solved i t e r a t i v e l y  i n  t h e  mass computation program. 
i s  the  mass accelerated by t h e  s tep .  
In  the  preliminary analyses of the Mars mission t h e  Mars excursion 
module (MEM) mass was kept constant a t  45 metric tons.  For t h e  analysis  of 
spacecraft  concepts i n  which the parking o r b i t  operations strongly a f f e c t  
the MEN, t he  mass of t he  excursion module was computed wherein the  d i f f e ren t  
veloci ty  requirements were accommodated. 
The mass of the l i f e  support system i s  a function of t h e  t r i p  duration 
and the crew size and i s  given by 
qs = [1.48 (n-4) $. 7.11 (T-200) + 500 (n-4) i 2370 
where q s  i s  the l i f e  support and environmental control  system mass (kg), 
n i s  the  number of crewmen, and T i s  the  t r i p  duration (days). 
The Earth entry system was considered t o  be an advanced ab la t ive  type 
capable of atmospheric entry 
growth of such a system with 
me = 2360 -t 167 n 
where me i s  the  entry system 
speeds up t o  20 km/sec (65,000 f t / s e c ) .  
both entry speed and crew s i z e  i s  given by 
The 
mass (kg), n i s  t h e  crew s i z e ,  and V, i s  the  
atmospheric entry ve loc i ty  (km/sec) . 
The basic  spacecraft exclusive of l i f e  support system, MEM, and Earth 
entry system was estimated t o  weigh about 45 metric tons.  
on Earth parking o rb i t  i s  found by appropriately adding t o  the  45 tons 
the  masses of  the MEM, the high- and low-thrust propulsive steps, t h e  
l i f e  support system, and the  Earth entry system. 
The t o t a l  mass 
Miss ion Requirements 
The ME0 required f o r  d i f f e ren t  mission durations and powerplant 
spec i f ic  weights and optimum nuclear-plus-electric operation i s  given i n  
Fig.  11-1. These values of mass represent t he  most opt imist ic  cases 
considered, since the  output of t h e  powerplant was assumed t o  be constant 
a t  loo$ of the i n i t i a l  power r a t ing .  The dot ted  curve ind ica tes  t h e  
I1 -2 
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mission requirements under a rendezvous Earth-return mode. I n  t h i s  case a 
rendezvous vehicle  must be launched from Farth t o  r e t r i e v e  t h e  crew and 
s c i e n t i f i c  materials which a r e  a t  parabolic conditions with respect  t o  Earth. 
The mass required f o r  the  rendezvous mode i s  s ign i f i can t ly  higher than the  
system employing an ab la t ive  entry system. The rendezvous mode i s  even 
more una t t rac t ive  because an addi t ional  launch of a t  least a Saturn V i s  
required whose payload delivered on Earth parking o r b i t  should be  charged 
aga ins t  t h e  mass requirements shown by t h e  dot ted  curve of Fig.  11-1. I n  
subsequent s tud ies  t h e  ab la t ive  entry mode a t  Earth was u t i l i z e d  f o r  t he  
foregoing reasons. 
The powerplant spec i f i c  weight has s l i g h t  e f fec t  on t h e  mass required 
provided t h e  mission durat ion i s  greater  than 500 days and ab la t ive  Farth 
capture i s  employed. 
important because of t he  current ly  contemplated powerplant spec i f i c  weight 
va lues  a 
The insens i t i v i ty  of mass t o  spec i f i c  weight i s  
A comparison of d i f f e ren t  propulsion system capab i l i t i e s  i s  shown i n  
Fig.  11-2. The a l l  high-thrust  vehicle mass requirements f o r  th ree  d i f f e r e n t  
leve ls  of nuclear rocket technology a r e  compared aga ins t  t he  hybrid-thrust  
requirements. On t h e  bas i s  of mass, i t  i s  seen t h a t  t he  hybrid-thrust  pro- 
pulsion system (sol id-core nuclear plus e l e c t r i c )  i s  e s sen t i a l ly  equivalent 
t o  both advanced nuclear propulsion systems. For t h e  Mars t r i p  a t  l e a s t ,  
and under the  at tendant  assumptions, it i s  conceivable tha t ,  i n  terms of 
t h e  technological  advances required, t h e  hybrid-thrust  system could be 
developed earlier and would y i e l d  about t h e  same advantages. 
A c loser  comparison of t he  mass required of the  hybrid (sol id-core nuclear 
and e l e c t r i c )  mode aga ins t  a l l  high-thrust operation i s  shown i n  t h e  accompanying 
t ab le  f o r  t r i p  times of 370 and 485 days and a s t a y t i m e  of 30 days. 
Mass, metric tons 
370 days 485 d a y s  -Propulsion System 
Soiici core iiuciear (isp = 860 s e c j  
Hybrid (Sol id  Core Nuclear + E l e c t r i c )  
15 k@;/kw 
5 k g / b  
Advanced Nuclear ( I sp  = 2000 sec )  
1650 680 
530 
728 535 
-- 
The hybrid-thrust  system requires  l e s s  mass compared t o  t h e  nonmixed solid-core 
nuclear  system f o r  both t r i p  times. 
with a l a t e r  generation of nuclear rockets, i a e 0 ,  propulsion systems having 
a spec i f i c  impulse on the  order of 2000 sec .  
the  hybrid system using a 5 kg/kw specific-weight powerplant requires  about t he  
same mass as the  2000-sec nuclear s y s t e m .  
I n  f a c t  the  hybrid mode i s  almost competitive 
I n  the  case of t he  485-day mission, 
11-3 
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Introduction of the power profiles for different maintenance and relia- 
bility levels allows a comparison of the trade-off between these two levels. 
The results are presented in Figs. 11-3 and 11-4, respectively, for the 530- 
and 630-day missions. 
capability (except for reactors) and a probability level of  0.999 requires 
almost the same mass as a technologically "early" system made up of a non- 
maintained powerplant operating at a probability of  0.99, assuming specific 
weight is the same. 
seen to be less f o r  the maintained powerplant compared to the nonmaintained 
plant. This effect indicates that maintaining the powerplant and operating 
at lower probability levels aids in mitigating the influence of specific 
weight. 
effective distribution of development effort towards achieving desired 
power system operating characteristics. 
A "desirable" system consisting of  infinite repair 
The effect of powerplant specific weight on hG30 is 
This aspect becomes important when consideration is given to the 
The desirability of an onboard maintenance activity was investigated 
further by selecting different maintenance levels and including the accom- 
panying effect on powerplant specific weight in the mass computations. 
results are shown in the following table for the 530-day round trip. The 
maintenance level corresponds to the number of spares. 
The 
Number of 
Spares 
29 
42 
84 
168 
126 
Powerplant Specific Mass on Earth Orbit 
Weight, kg/kw metric tons 
I1 -4 
14.28 
14.55 
15.45 
16.37 
17.28 
638 
606 
579 
571 
572 
As would be expected, increasing the maintenance activity increaws the power 
availability at the expense of specific weight, Some point in t h e  maintenance 
level should be reached where the advantages of the higher available power are 
more than offset by the increase in specific weight. 
shown in the table, the minimum mass is reached at about a maintenance level 
of 126 spares where the corresponding specific weight is just above 16 kg/kw. 
The obvious maintenance level to employ would be the lowest level giving 
practically 100% power throughout the mission. 
For the specific trip 
The effect of optimum hybrid-thrust operation on the required powerplant 
rating (initial power) is illustrated in Fig. 11-5 for the 530-day mission. 
Power required to perform the mission decreases with trip time but does not 
increase as the specific weight becomes higher because as specific weight 
does increase the hybrid-thrust optimization process utilizes more of the 
high-thrust systems (especially Earth-departure) rather than the low-thrust 
system. Hence the required powerplant mass does not increase as fast as 
the specific weight, thereby resulting in lower initial powerplant ratings. 
E-910262-6 
The operating points for a power system applied to the missions studied herein 
can be found by superimposing the candidate power system's specific weight 
versus power curve over plots of the mission power requirements. The power 
system operating characteristics strongly influence the vehicle mass which 
in turn identifies favored technological levels and operating modes. The 
implications of the mission studies to the evaluation of the power system 
are discussed in Section IV. 
Spacecraft Concepts 
Judging from the results of the mission studies discussed previously, 
there are trips which can be performed with a single power module under 
certain assumptions of maintenance and reliability levels. For mission 
durations greater than 500 days, the initial powerplant ratings are less 
than 4 Mw for hybrid-thrust vehicle operation (see Fig. 11-5). 
power module analyzed in Section IV is rated at 4 Mw (single reactor); 
hence, it appears that a vehicle design concept may be developed employing 
one power module, rather than two as previously required. 
design, formulated for a 530-day mission, illustrates the placement of the 
various transportation system components and indicates general problem areas 
associated with using a nuclear-electric powerplant in conjunction with 
high-thrust systems. 
The basic 
The conceptual 
An important study parameter affecting the design of the spacecraft is 
One selected for study is a 926- the type of orbit established about Mars. 
km circular orbit with a period of about 2 hours. 
elliptic with an eccentricity of about 0.98, a 30-day period, and a periapsis 
distance of 926 km above the Martian surface. 
the spacecraft must retro-brake to circular velocity from some fraction of 
the hyperbolic excess speed remaining from the low-thrust braking. The pro- 
pulsion required for the spacecraft to establish orbit is relatively large 
while the MEM propulsion is minimized. Conversely, if a highly elliptical 
orbit is required, the propulsive braking required for the spacecraft is 
very small, since the orbit is nearly parabolic and the initial conditions 
since the de-orbit from the ellipse to the surface requires a large 
incremental velocity. 
The other orbit is highly 
If a circular orbit is desired, 
_%._ : rr -C --L---- -----,--, 1 -  me- _-..-----.- - 3 2 - - - .I-. 
d u u u  a u u v c ;  p a l a u u l r L .  ILK LuLlc;Dpuiiuue i w ~ ~  g A u p d s i u u  is iarbt:, 
These operational modes have a profound effect on the mass of the MEM 
vehicle as shown in the accompanying table. 
basic 3.17-metric ton command module, which includes arresting gear, 
landing structure, and O2& propellant (IBp = 430 sec) . 
Each vehicle consists of a 
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Mass. metric tons 
Basic 4-Man Module 
Rendezvous Step 
Mars Ascent Step 
Mars Landing Step 
De-Orbit Step 
Circular Orbit E l l i p t i c  Orbit 
3.17 3 017 
0.16 1.95 
7.59 11.65 
24.74 38.10 
1.04 33.63 
TOTAL MEM WEIGHT 36.70 88.50 
Figure 11-6 i l l u s t r a t e s  the  general layout of t h e  spacecraft  conceptual 
design i n  i t s  interplanetary configuration. 
modular construction. The e l e c t r i c  powerplant, th rus te rs ,  so l a r  she l te r ,  
Earth entry module (ERM), and the  manned modules comprise a basic  sect ion 
of  t he  spacecraft which i s  independent of t he  type of high-thrust  propulsion. 
A s  shown i n  Fig. 11-6, the Mars capture and escape s tages  can be varied 
according t o  the requirements for  o r b i t a l  capture and a r e  je t t i sonable  a f t e r  
use.  
The spacecraft  i s  e s sen t i a l ly  of 
Only the  e l ec t r i c  powerplant, so la r  she l te r ,  and manned modules ro t a t e .  
The compartment housing t h e  ERM and the  MEM, and the high-thrust propulsion 
systems a r e  nonrotating. The e l e c t r i c  powerplant occupies one extremity of 
the  spacecraf t .  Radiation shielding, located a t  the reactor ,  provide6 a 
30-deg half-angle shadow fo r  t he  spacecraft  and l i e s  i n  t h e  plane of the  
manned modules. Conceivably, only the  manned modules need ro ta t ion .  How- 
ever, shadow shielding would be required fo r  the  e n t i r e  360-deg sweep of 
t h e  ro ta t ing  modules which r e s u l t s  i n  heavy sh ie ld  weights. 
f o r  t h i s  spacecraft concept, only small "ears" a r e  required f o r  the 
shadow shield,  since t h e  sh ie ld  ro t a t e s  with the  manned modules. 
Therefore, 
The thrusters  a r e  located i n  four panels which are erected r a d i a l l y  
from t h e i r  stowed posi t ion i n  the outer vehicle skin surrounding the so l a r  
she l t e r .  The size o f  t he  th rus t e r  a r ray  will vary considerably, depending 
on the type of th rus te rs  used. 
a r e  supplied t o  t h e  th rus t e r s .  
t he  t o t a l  required area of t h e  th rus t e r  array i s  about 60 square meters. 
The use of mercury electron bombardment modules would increase the  t o t a l  
t h rus t e r  panel area requirement t o  about 650 square meters. These areas 
assume that about 3% of the th rus t e r s  a r e  spares .  
It i s  assumed that 4 megawatts ( e l e c t r i c )  
If cesium contact thruster modules a re  used, 
The s o l a r  she l t e r  i s  used primarily f o r  protect ion against  solar 
rad ia t ion .  D u r i n g  these s o l a r  f l a r e s ,  t h e  ro t a t ion  of t h e  spacecraft  
i s  stopped. The crew enters  t h e  she l t e r  through the  cen t r a l  hub. The 
she l t e r  contains basic  control  and communication instrumentation, and 
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life support requirements for continuous periods up to 3 or 4 days duration. 
This module is also occupied during high-thrust nuclear operation as a pro- 
tective measure against the accompanying radiation. 
The manned modules are located on extendable arms which telescope inward 
during major high-thrust maneuvers to minimize structural bending. 
manned modules are extei-ided to a radius of 25 meters during the phases of the 
wission in which artificial gravity is required. 
rate of 0.4 rad/sec, providing a force of 0.4 g ' s  at the floor of each 
module. 
craft and is normally occupied by four men. 
the surface exploration team's living and recreation area. 
this module is scientific equipment as required. 
The two 
The vehicle rotates at a 
One module is the primary command and control center for the space- 
The scientific module serves as 
Also included in 
The ERM is stowed in an interior location and is protected from the 
flight environment. It is capable of returning eight men to Earth with 
atmospheric braking, at speeds up to 20 km/sec. 
scientific data, equipment, and materials to Earth. 
This vehicle also delivers 
The preliminary spacecraft mass summary (interplanetary configuration) 
is given in the following table for two types of high-thrust propulsion 
systems and two types of orbits about Mars.' 
Mars 
Mars 
Mars 
Circular Orbit 
Nuclear Chemical 
Basic Spacecraft, metric,tons 58.09 53.56 
Electric Propulsion System 119.89 119.89 
Excursion Module 36.70 36.70 
Capture Step 103.00 139.53 
Escape Step 72.40 85.40 
TOTAL, metric tons 390.08 435 .08 
Elliptic Orbit 
Nuclear Chemical 
58.09 53.56 
119.89 119.89 
88.50 88.50 
25.06 18.16 
17.40 14 .TO 
308.94 294.81 
A contingency of 4.5 metric tons is included for radiation shielding with 
the elliptic Mars orbit is utilized, with the chemical Mars stages resulting 
in slightly less over-all mass required. 
the mass requirements of the Earth escape payload by about 27$ for solid- 
core nuclear propulsion and about 47$ for chemical. 
required to account for the orbital operational mode in the over-all mission 
optimization. 
,.L Ll^____ --L ____. 7 - rm. - 
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The circular orbit mission increases 
Further analysis is 
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SECTION I11 
TRAJECTORY ANALYSES 
Introduction 
The search f o r  optimal low-thrust interplanetary t r a j e c t o r i e s  u t i l i z i n g  
t h e  methods of t he  calculus of var ia t ions y ie lds  a two-point boundary-value 
problem characterized by a s e t  of coupled second-order, nonlinear ordinary 
d i f f e r e n t i a l  equations with time as the independent var iable .  I n  the  f i r s t  
study phase, a new approach t o  the  solution of t h e  two-point boundary-value 
problem had been t r i e d  with some success (Refs. 111-1 and 111-2). This 
method i s  based upon an extension of Newton's method f o r  finding roots 
of nonlinear equations applied t o  operator equations i n  Banach spaces 
( R e f .  111-3). 
111-4, 111-5, and 111-6) o f f e r s  not only a wide domain of convergence, but  
a l so  quadratic convergence t o  t he  solution. Like t h e  gradient methods, it 
requires  t h a t  an i n i t i a l  approximation t o  the  solut ion be supplied, but  it 
does not require  t h e  guessing or adjustment of any numerical constants.  
Moreover, because of t h e  wide domain of  convergence, t he  i n i t i a l  approxi- 
mation t o  t h e  solut ion need not b e  a sophis t icated one. 
This generalized Newton-Raphson method (developed i n  Refs. 
An improvement of t he  generalized Newton-Raphson method has been made 
f o r  t h e  present mission study through t h e  introduction of an impl ic i t  f i n i t e -  
d i f fe rence  approach t o  the  l i n e a r  two-point boundary value problem which has 
been discussed i n  R e f .  111-7 and others.  The unique fea ture  of t he  improve- 
ment i s  the  combination of t h e  generalized Newton-Raphson method with the  
f in i te -d i f fe rence  approach f o r  t he  solution of a system of nonlinear, 
second-order d i f f e r e n t i a l  equations. A de ta i led  exposit ion of the  f i n i t e -  
difference Newton-Raphson algorithm is  presented i n  Refs. 111-8 and 111-9. 
The algorithm was i n i t i a l l y  writ ten t o  solve the problem of optimal 
low-thrust interplanetary t r a j ec to r i e s  i n  two dimensions f o r  the pa r t i cu la r  
case of constant k ine t i c  power i n  the exhaust j e t  and completely uncon- 
s t r a ined  spec i f ic  impulse. Two e f fo r t s  were undertaken that modified these 
the  equations of motion were rederived ( i n  three  dimensions) t o  represent 
t h e  case of constant specif ic  impulse f l i g h t  with optimal coast  periods.  
This modification of the Newton-Raphson algorithm i s  adjoined with a 
second, external  rout ine necessary t o  extremize t h e  powerplant charac- 
t e r i s t i c s ;  these two routines together i t e r a t i v e l y  converge t o  the  
optimal t h r u s t  and s teer ing  schedule and t h e  optimal propulsion para- 
meters fo r  t h e  mission. Secondly, the governing d i f f e r e n t i a l  equations 
were rederived f o r  the case of completely unconstrained spec i f ic  impulse 
and a j e t  exhaust power possessing a generalized dependence upon time and 
the  pos i t ion  of t he  vehicle; t he  algorithm has u t i l i t y  i n  the  comparison of 
power modes fo r  various types of missions. 
.-.- 3 - 
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Figure 111-2 illustrates an optimum Mars round-trip trajectory during 
I 1980 with 630 days total trip time, The vehicle arrives at Mars at 244 4125 
Statement of the Problem 
For power-limited propulsion systems, the mass Of Propellant ewended 
is given by Eq. (111-l), 
1 1 a2 
+ J: 2P(X,t) dt - - + J = -  
1 - - -  
M T M O  M, 
(111-1) 
where M, and M, are the final and initial masses of the vehicle, respectively, 
*(t) is the thrust acceleration of the vehicle over the powered flight time, 
T, and P(X, t )  is the kinetic energy in the exhaust jet relative to the vehicle; 
X represents the vector of state and control variables. 
expenditure, that is, J as small as possible, is required for optimal variable 
thrust trajectories. 
transfer trajectories of a power-limited low-thrust space vehicle between two 
given pzanets with specified departure and arrivaldates that are optimum in 
the sense that the value of 
Minimum propellant 
The Newton-Raphson algorithm computes interplanetary 
T aa 
= s, 2P(X,t)dt 
is a minimum. In t h e  machine program, the algorithm numerically solves the 
Euler-Lagrange necessary conditions for a minimum value of J coupled with the 
differential equations of the motion which constrain the optimal trajectory. 
Variable-Thrust, Constant-Exhaust-Power Trajectories 
In this analysits the heliocentric orbits of the departure and arrival 
planets are considered to be coplanar but have the correct eccentricity. 
This work has been reported in greater detail before (Ref. 111-10) and is 
summarized here as a preface to the modifications of the basic algorithm 
that follow . 
Tra j ec tory Profiles 
The algorithm was employed to generate a set of optimum Earth-Mars 
round-trip trajectary data for the aphelion opposition year, 1980. 
to plots presented in the Planetary Flight Handbook (NASA SP-35) for high 
thrust, Fig. 111-1 shows contours of constant values of J plotted against 
departure and arrival Julian dates at Earth and Mars. 
Similar 
Sample Round-Trip Trajectory 
111-2 
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after a 320-day outbound flight. 
departs for Earth, arriving at 4435 after a 280-day flight. 
the figure are vectors representing the thrust acceleration magnitude and 
direction. 
After a 30-day wait the inbound trajectory 
Also shown in 
Mixed High- and Low-Thrust Acceleration 
As a result of using a high-thrust device in a low-altitude planetary 
orbit or of atmospheric entry at greater than parabolic speed, there arises 
an initial (or final) nonzero velocity of the vehicle with respect to the 
planet, usually called the hyperbolic excess velocity. Thus, for a given 
amount of high-thrust AV, the initial (or final) heliocentric velocity of 
the vehicle is given by the vector addition of the planetary velocity vector 
and the hyperbolic excess velocity vector. 
vector must be chosen so as to minimize the resulting value of J. 
transversality condition that accomplishes this states that the direction 
of the hyperbolic excess velocity vector must be parallel to the resulting 
optimum low-thrust acceleration vector on the boundary. 
has been extended by substitution of the transversality conditions corres- 
ponding to impulsive changes in velocity at the boundaries for the fixed 
boundary conditions on velocity. 
The direction of the latter 
The 
The machine program 
In Fig. 111-3 the value of J for the low-thrust contribution to a 
transfer is plotted against the fraction of high Chrust employed. As would 
be expected, the curve is monotonically decreasing from a value of 4.4 
m2/sec3, for the all low-thrust case, to zero for the all high-thrust case. 
At each point the directions of the hyperbolic excess velocity vectors have 
been optimized through the transversality condition. 
Variable-Thrust, Variable-Exhaust-Power Trajectories 
In this analysis, the power in the exhaust jet is chosen to be 
where R2 = Xe + 
proportionality 
ya + z2 and y and n are time-independent parameters. 
of exhaust power to l /Rn is chosen to allow the solution 
The 
latitude in taking into account the degradation of solar cell efficiency 
due to large thermal gradients encountered during close passage of the 
sun. The exponential term may represent the time decay of a radioisotope 
power source, or, perhaps more importantly, it may represent the reliability 
of the power source over the trip duration based upon a postulated power- 
plant component failure rate. The proper choice of n and y can represent 
111-3 
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several different power modes. The work is carried ou$ in three dimensions 
with orbits of the departure and arrival planets supplied by an ephemeris- 
generating subroutine. 
Figure 111-4 illustrates a typical comparison of the trajectories and 
the attendant values of J obtained through the use of constant power, radioiso- 
tope power, and solar power, 
trajectory fromthe other two trajectories caused by the vehicle seeking the 
most advantageous use of the Bun's energy. 
Of note here is the deviation of the solar-power 
Constant-Exhaust Power, Constant-Thrust-With- 
Coast Trajectories 
In this analysis, the thruster is assumed to operate at constant I,, 
and constant exhaust power; in general, optimal trajectories admit one or 
more coast periods during the flight. Here it has been assumed that there 
is, at most, one such period of coasting. This work is also carried out in 
three dimensions. 
The computation of optimal trajectories is accomplished under the 
assumptions of Melbourne and Sauer (Ref. 111-11) to the effect that: 
T 
0 
a. The minimum value of a2 dt is invariant with respect to the power- 
plant fraction, h, the ratio of powerplant mass to initial mass. 
- 
b. The average thrust acceleration, a, over a trajectory with minimum Jl a2 dt also is invariant with respect t~ p w .  
The Newton-Raphson algwithm numerically solves for the trajectory and 
steering schedule yielding a minimum value of J based upon assumed values of 
parameters that specio the jet exhaust velocity, c, and h.  
routine, utilizing this value of J and the average thrust acceleration, a, 
of this trajectory, solves for improved approximations of c and pw from two 
expressions based upon the assumptions (a) and ( b ) .  
until it converges to values of c and l ~ l ~  that yield a maximum value of the 
payload fraction, p P l ,  the ratio of payload mass to initial mass. 
- A second 
This process is repeated 
Table 111-1 illustrates a comparison of solutions generated in this 
manner with the tabulated results of Melbourne and Sauer for a series of 
Mars rendezvous missions performed by the constant-thrust-with-coast mode 
(Ref. 111-11). 
mass. In general, the two solutions show good comparison. 
In the table, p, is the ratio of total Tina1 mass to initial 
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SECTION I V  
POWER SYSTEMS STUDY 
Introduction 
The object ives  of the power systems study a r e  to:  
1. Determine the  required charac te r i s t ics  of nuclear Rankine cycle 
space powerplants fo r  low-acceleration manned Mars missions. 
2 .  Determine the  technological areas which can most s ign i f i can t ly  
a f f e c t  the  powerplant charac te r i s t ics  through successful advanced 
research and technology requirements. 
The work reported here i s  an extension of e a r l i e r  work and includes: 
a .  Detailed powerplant design, 
b .  An evaluation of powerplant r e l i a b i l i t y  including the  de te r -  
mination of powerplant redundancy and the e f f e c t s  of being ab le  
t o  maintain t h e  powerplant, 
c .  The determination of mission requirements (as measured by mass 
on Earth o r b i t  - MEO) as a function of various powerplant 
charac te r i s t ics ,  
d. An evaluation of the development program required f o r  a nuclear 
Rankine cycle space powerplant. 
The c l a s s i c a l  method f o r  re la t ing  powerplant and mission performance has 
been by means of powerplant spec i f ic  weight. The grea t  s ignif icance of t he  
work reported here i s  the  ident i f ica t ion  of an addi t iona l  powerplant charac- 
t e r i s t i c  and the  development of methods f o r  r e l a t ing  t h i s  cha rac t e r i s t i c  t o  
t r a j e c t o r y  and mission requirements. This addi t ional  cha rac t e r i s t i c  i s  the  
pru’ua’uie c’hange oi avai iabie  syaiern yuwer v u i p u i  wi iii iirric. 
This change i n  avai lable  system power output with time i s  determined , 
by a s t a t i s t i c a l  analysis  of t h e  f a i lu re  probabi l i ty  of  t h e  system com- 
ponents. The bas is  of t h i s  s t a t i s t i c a l  analysis  i s  t h e  assumption t h a t  
t he  components can be developed t o  achieve some s t a t e d  l e v e l  o f  technology. 
I n  t h i s  study two d i f fe ren t  l eve l s  of development were evaluated, t h e  l e v e l  
of development of t he  a i r c r a f t  gas turbine and the  development corresponding 
t o  a f a c t o r  of ten  increase i n  t h e  leve l  of r e l i a b i l i t y .  This technique 
allows t h e  determination of t h e  technological goals and the  corresponding 
development required for  t he  nuclear Rankine cycle system t o  perform t h e  
manned Mars mission. 
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Powerplant Design 
Description of  Reference System 
The powerplant concept which was used i n  t h i s  study i s  a three-loop 
l i qu id  metal system as shown schematically on Fig.  IV-1. 
The powerplant module was: 
a .  designed t o  f i t  within t h e  payload configuration of the  Saturn V 
using the SI1 s tage as  the o r b i t a l  in jec t ion  stage, and 
b .  arranged t o  provide maximum maintenance access t o  the  powerplant 
components . 
The resul t ing powerplant arrangement i s  shown on Fig.  I V - 2 .  The yeactor 
i s  located i n  the nose of t he  payload s tage i n  order t o  maximize the  dis tance 
between the crew and t h e  reac tor  and t o  minimize the  diameter of t he  reactor  
sh ie ld .  The reactor sh ie ld  i s  d i r ec t ly  behind the  reactor .  
The primary system (boi le rs ,  pumps, accumulator, and piping) i s  placed i n  
an enclosure ju s t  behind t h e  sh ie ld .  
e l e c t r i c a l  systems are  placed a t  the  r ea r  of t he  payload envelope i n  a r e l a t i v e l y  
cool, low radiation dose r a t e  region i n  order t o  improve maintenance access.  
The power-conversion systems a re  placed a t  the  r ea r  of the  vehicle  i n  four  
separate compartments. 
i n  any one compartment with the  other three power conversion systems operating. 
A closed breathing apparatus w i l l  be required for the  maintenance personnel, 
however, because of  the  poss ib i l i t y  of re f rac tory  metal corrosion by minute 
quant i t ies  of  oxygen. In  addition, environmental cooling of t h i s  compartment 
is  required.  
primary system and the  power-conversion systems. 
i n  an insulated duct i n  order t o  reduce heat loss from the  working f l u i d .  
Additional shielding i s  placed a t  t he  r ea r  of t h e  primary system enclosure 
i n  order t o  reduce the  bremsstrahlung dose rate i n  the  mission module, caused 
by l i thium activation, t o  a reasonable l e v e l .  
The power-conversion systems and the  
A sh i r t s leeve  maintenance environment can be provided 
Piping f o r  the  potassium vapor and condensate connects the  
The vapor piping i s  placed 
The heat re ject ion system has a conical-cyl indrical  configuration 
which has the same dimensions as the  payload envelope. The r ad ia to r  i s  
used as s t ruc tu ra l  support fo r  the  powerplant during launch and space 
f l i g h t .  
t h e  rad ia tor  during launch and i s  ejected while t he  powerplant i s  on Earth 
o r b i t .  The forward group of main heat r e j ec t ion  rad ia tor  segments i s  
conical  i n  shape. The remaining two groups of segments, as well  as the  
auxi l ia ry  and low-temperature segments, a re  cy l ind r i ca l  i n  shape. The low- 
temperature radiator i s  a t  t he  r ea r  of the  powerplant while t h e  auxi l ia ry  
radiator i s  between the  a f t  main rad ia tor  segments and the  low-temperature 
segments . 
Additional support i s  supplied by a f a i r ing  which i s  attached t o  
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The spec i f ic  weight of t h i s  powerplant i s  30 lb/kwe including a sh ie ld  
spec i f ic  weight of 15 lb/kwe . 
Rel i ab i l i t y  Considerations 
I n  order t o  plan the  powerplant development it i s  necessary t o  have an 
understanding of t he  r e l i a b i l i t y  requirements f o r  t h e  components and t h e  
system. 
power a v a i l a b i l i t y  as  a measure of r e l i a b i l i t y .  
system of i n t e r e s t  an estimate o f  available power as a function of t i m e  can 
be made and t h i s  estimate can be used as the  bas i s  of a calculat ion of t h e  
mass-on-Earth-orbit requirements for t h e  mission. Thus t h e  r e l i a b i l i t y  
aspects  of powerplant design can be evaluated on the  bas i s  of t h e  e f f e c t  
of r e l i a b i l i t y  on mission performance. In  turn, powerplant development 
requirements a r e  a measure o f  t h e  technology required t o  achieve powerplant 
performance and r e l i a b i l i t y  goals .  In  t h i s  study component failure rates a re  
used as a measure of system development requirements. 
An evaluation of powerplant r e l i a b i l i t y  has been made which uses 
For any pa r t i cu la r  power 
This summary considers t h e  following aspects of  powerplant r e l i a b i l i t y :  
a .  The e f f ec t  of component fa i lure  r a t e  level ,  
b .  The e f f ec t  of multiple subsystems and systems, 
c .  The e f f ec t  of being able  t o  maintain, repair ,  or replace components. 
The over-al l  method fo r  evaluating these e f f ec t s  is: 
a. Estimate component f a i l u r e  ra te ,  
b .  Estimate power a v a i l a b i l i t y  as a function of time associated with 
a pa r t i cu la r  powerplant arrangement, maintenance capabi l i ty ,  and 
probabili ty,  
c .  Using t h e  power ava i l ab i l i t y  and an associated spec i f i c  weight 
ca icu ia ie  Lilt. 111asij r e q u i r e d .  i r i  Zar.iii w A i i  i v  per.1wr.m iiie mission. 
Fa i lure  Rate Study - - - - - - - - - -  
The calculat ion of powerplant r e l i a b i l i t y  requires  the  establishment of 
component f a i l u r e  r a t e s .  Insuff ic ient  data  ex i s t  a t  t h i s  time t o  make a 
predic t ion  of f a i lu re  r a t e s  f o r  nuclear Rankine cycle space powerplant com- 
ponents. Therefore, the questions t o  answer are: what f a i l u r e  r a t e s  w i l l  
r e s u l t  i n  acceptable powerplant performance, and w h a t  i s  the  e f f ec t  of  
failure rate on powerplant performance? Approaching t h e  question of 
powerplant r e l i a b i l i t y  i n  t h i s  fashion w i l l  enable a determination t o  be 
made of the  relat ionship between powerplant performance and the  development 
program which may r e s u l t  i n  a given powerplant performance. 
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Mass Required On Earth Orbit (MEO) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
The power availability curve, and the powerplant specific weight are 
used in the trajectory and mission analysis to evaluate the mission effective- 
ness (as measured by MEO) of various alternatives associated with powerplant 
design and development. 
Multiple Subsys tern - - - - - - - - - -  
One method of increasing system reliability is by providing a number of 
components which perform the same function. In the Rankine cycle powerplant 
this approach results in providing multiple subsystems. Two extreme examples 
of multiplicity are presented by a single-thread system and the dual-reactor 
reference system. The single-thread system represents the ultimate reduction 
in the number of components f o r  a three-loop system (except for the multiple 
radiator segments). 
two radiator segments, will result in a complete loss of system output. 
Lass of any component in the system, aside from one or 
The corresponding power availability curves for these two systems are 
shown on Fig. IV-3 for the reference failure rate, A, and without any con- 
sideration of maintenance. 
the dual-reactor system with improved technology (h/10) failure rates. 
conclusions canbe drawn from these results. 
In addition, the power availability is shown for 
Two 
1. A single-thread system cannot provide sufficient power availability 
for the mission. 
2 .  Provision of multiple components improves power availability 
significantly. However, sufficient power availability is achievable 
only through a combination of multiple components and the lower 
( h / 1 0 )  failure rates (without considering maintenance). 
Maintenance Effects* - - - - - - - - - -  
Since the preceding results indicate the difficulty of obtaining 
significant power availability it is of interest to examine the benefits 
which might be obtained if maintenance could be performed. 
presented here was limited to determining the potential benefits if it were 
assumed that maintenance operations are feasible. 
The evaluation 
In order to more completely determine the potential benefits from 
maintenance it is necessary to evaluate: 
* Including maintenance, installed spares, and replacement or 
repair. 
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a. The improvement i n  power ava i lab i l i ty ,  
b.  The spec i f ic  weight penalty associated with maintenance. 
Both of  these f ac to r s  have been evaluated and used t o  determine ME0 f o r  a 
var ie ty  of s i tua t ions .  
made possible by maintenance f o r  the system demonstrating improved f a i l u r e  
r a t e s  ( X / l O ) .  This information was used t o  determine t h e  ME0 requirements 
shown on Fig. IV-5 fo r  maintained and nonmaintained s i tua t ions .  
Figure IV-4  shows t h e  improvements i n  power a v a i l a b i l i t y  
This information points  out a very s igni f icant  aspect of being able  t o  
The ME0 requirements are t h e  same f o r  a nonmaintained perform maintenance. 
powerplant with a spec i f ic  weight of 20 lb/kwe as fo r  a maintained power- 
p lan t  with a spec i f ic  weight of 32 lb/kwe (including 2 lb/kwe f o r  spares) .  
Thus, the  same mission effectiveness can be obtained by e i the r  developing a 
low-specific weight powerplant ( w i t h  the  implication of an expensive develop- 
ment program) or by developing the  heavier system with a maintenance capa- 
b i l i t y  (implying a cheaper development program). 
The power a v a i l a b i l i t y  associated w i t h  a maintained, reference (1) 
f a i lu re - r a t e  system i s  shown o n  Fig. IV-6. 
extensive maintenance program i s  required f o r  t he  A systems (120 ra the r  than 
42) i n  order t o  optimize the  ME0 requirements. 
requirement f o r  maintained A l e v e l  and A/10 l e v e l  systems i s  shown on 
Fig ,  N-7. 
t h e  maintained A l e v e l  system i s  only 60,000 l b .  
s ign i f i can t  conclusion t h a t  the  components achieving a i r c r a f t  gas turbine 
development l e v e l  a re  adequate i f  an extensive maintenance program can be 
developed. A complicating fac tor  i s  t h a t  t h i s  l e v e l  o f  maintenance w i l l  
r equi re  a rapa i r  operation every four  days. 
tenance l e v e l  i s  the  same f o r  t h e  1 and the  1/10 cases (42), t h e  penalty 
f o r  t h e  A case causes a ME0 difference of only l30,OOO l b  ( l e s s  than one 
Saturn V launch vehic le ) .  
involved i n  improving component f a i lu re  r a t e s  by a f ac to r  of ten i s  much 
grea te r  than the cost  of a Saturn V. 
These r e s u l t s  show t h a t  a more 
A comparison of  t he  ME0 
This information shows that t h e  ME0 penalty associated with 
This leads t o  the  
However, even i f  the  main- 
A s  w i l l  be shown later,  t he  development cost  
To perform maintenance on liquid-metal components, the  equipment must 
be accessible,  t he  crew must be protected from the  thermal and nuclear 
environment s o  that it i s  safe  t o  work on the  equipment, and the  equipment 
probably must be cooled and drained o f  l i qu id  metal. 
equipment f a i l u r e  and resu l t ing  power reduction, about 1 t o  2 hours a re  
ava i lab le  f o r  diagnosis and corrective act ion before the  liquid-metal 
systems must be drained i n  order t o  avoid freeze-up i n  the  rad ia tors .  
If f a i l u r e  from meteoroid penetration should occur, even l e s s  t i m e  w i l l  
be ava i lab le  t o  diagnose the  f a u l t  and drain the  f a i l e d  system. There- 
f o r e  a liquid-metal drain-and-f i l l  system w i l l  be required i n  order t o  
accomplish the  r epa i r  of liquid-metal components. 
I n  the  event of an 
This system w i l l  have 
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t o  incorporate many valves, controls  and liquid-metal containment vessels .  The 
question 00 t h e  r e l i a b i l i t y  of t h i s  system (including the  required control  system) 
requires examination t o  determine the r e a l  incentive f o r  providing t h i s  system. 
Dependence of Powerplant Performance on Technology 
Many choices must be made i n  the  process of developing a nuclear Rankine 
A l l  of these choices depend on the  technology which can be cycle powerplant. 
achieved during the development program. 
narrowly r e s t r i c t ed  by a number of technological considerations and the  
influence of t he  choice on system performance ( spec i f ic  weight) can usual ly  
be predicted.  
weight of many of the  powerplant parameters. This study shows t h a t  most of  
t he  powerplant parameters have a r e l a t ive ly  small influence on spec i f ic  
weight within a reasonable range of select ion.  However, th ree  powerplant 
parameters stand out i n  terms of the  e f fec t  which they have on spec i f ic  
weight. These are: (1) turbine i n l e t  temperature, (2) reac tor  f u e l  burnup, 
and (3) rad ia tor  materials se lec t ion .  
The range of choice i s  usual ly  
An extensive study has been made of the influence on spec i f ic  
Turbine In l e t  Temperature 
c - c c - - - c - - - - -  
!The select ion of both reac tor  operating temperature and turbine i n l e t  
temperature i s  a very s igni f icant  decision. While it i s  des i rab le  t o  pick 
these temperatures as  high as possible, recognition must be made of the  
physical l imitat ion imposed by material properties,  t h e  development d i f f i -  
c u l t i e s  a t  high temperature, and the  expected decrease i n  r e l i a b i l i t y  as the  
temperature i s  increased. A t  the  time a se lec t ion  must be made a balance 
must be drawn between t h e  improvements i n  performance which are possible a t  
higher temperatures and the  r e a l i t i e s  of hardware development. A s  a p a r t  
of t h i s  study, an attempt has been made t o  shed some s o r t  of quant i ta t ive 
l i g h t  on t h i s  selection. 
The influence on ME0 of turbine i n l e t  temperature (as  r e f l ec t ed  by 
powerplant specific weight and f a i l u r e  r a t e )  has been evaluated. 
m-8 shows t h i s  effect  for two d i f f e ren t  assumptions. 
(probably opt imist ic)  i s  t h a t  the f a i l u r e  r a t e  of the high-temperature 
components does not depend on the  turbine i n l e t  temperature. The o ther  
assumption (probably pessimist ic)  i s  that the f a i l u r e  rate of t he  high- 
temperature components does depend on temperature. These r e s u l t s  ind ica te  
tha t ,  regardless of  which assumption i s  used, t h e  incent ive for  increasing 
turbine i n l e t  temperature i s  not grea t .  Indeed, using the  opt imist ic  
assumption decreases ME0 by only 16 when increasing the  turbine i n l e t  
temperature from 1600 F t o  2135 F for  a 530-day mission. 
ins igni f icant  amount from an over-al l  mission standpoint.  A s  the  mission 
time decreases the dependence of ME0 on spec i f ic  weight, and, therefore  on 
turbine i n l e t  temperature, increases .  For instance, a t  430 days the  same 
change i n  turbine i n l e t  temperature as above w i l l  change ME0 by about 2 6 .  
Figure 
One assumption 
This i s  an 
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On the other hand, the dependence of ME0 on specific weight is smaller for a 
maintained powerplant than a nonmaintained powerplant. A l l  of these factors 
tend to lead to the conclusion that powerplant development risk can be 
decreased by choosing a relatively l o w  turbine inlet (and therefore reactor 
outlet) temperature with only a small mission penalty. 
Past experience with nuclear systems indicates that development of the 
reactor fuel is usually the most technically difficult and costly item in 
the system. In addition, the burnup which can be achieved has a large 
effect on the weight of the system. Therefore, the amount of burnup which 
can be achieved becomes a significant consideration in determining the 
development program requirements for the system under consideration. It 
is particularly significant that the high-performance systems under con- 
sideration here assume a combination of burnup and fie1 temperature which 
exceeds anything which has yet been demonstrated in an operational reactor. 
Figure IV-9 shows the relationship between ME0 and reactor fuel burnup 
for two different powerplant probabilities and for two different assumptions 
regarding powerplant maintenance. The conclusion which can be drawn is that 
reactor fuel burnup has a significant effect on MEO. 
evaluated burnup can change ME0 by between 0.5 to 1.5 x 10’ pounds. 
Over the range, 
Influence of Powerplant Technology on ME0 
-----c--------------- 
A s  indicated by some of these results, powerplant specific weight is 
very sensitive to the technological level, as reflected by temperature, 
burnup, radiator materials, etc., which can be achieved. The effect on ME0 
of this variation in technology is shown on Fig. N-10 for both 430- and 
530-day missions. 
that the failure rate is not influenced by temperature. 
increases, the advantages of improving powerplant technology become smaller. 
Making the technology improvements shown reduces ME0 by about 3 6  at 430 days 
and by about lO$ at 530 days. 
can be drawn regarding powerplant parameter selection. 
indicate that the longer trip time (530 days) results in a significant 
reduction in MEO. 
These results are based on the optimistic assumption 
A s  the trip time 
These results indicate that further work is 
rcTG2rc2 iii tiie ai.~d. uf iii15siuii r&i-&y,ztti- selel;tiGii ;-fGiee fii-iii cuiic~iis~oiis 
However, the results 
Development Program - - - - - - - - - -  
In order to place decisions regarding the powerplant in proper per- 
spective, it is necessaLy to &.e an estimate of the powerplant development 
cost. 
nuclear Rankine cycle powerplant. 
ment program estimates for advanced systems are subject to large uncertainties 
A first-order analysis has’been made of a development program for a 
It should be recognized that the develop- 
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because of a lack of experience with the particular system being estimated. 
This is particularly true for systems having development cycles lasting for 
10 to 20 years. With this qualification in mind, the study reported here 
has been made to give the approximate magnitude of the development program 
cost and time, some idea of the sensitivity of cost and time to the assumptions 
used, and some idea of cost trends related to technological goals. 
The work reported here has been based on a Rand study reported by Pinkel.*, 
The Rand work was based on a three-loop 2000 F reactor outlet temperature 
Rankine cycle system similar to the baseline system used in this study. The 
Rand work consisted of estimating: 
a. A reference development program schedule, 
b. Ground and flight test requirements and costs, 
c. Hardware costs for various types of subsystems, 
d. Facility requirements and costs. 
In addition, the Rand study evaluated the sensitivity of the program 
cost to various assumptions and alternatives. The study reported here used 
the aircraft gas turbine development experience to check various aspects of 
the Rand work. It should be noted that the resulting estimates substantially 
agree with comparative cost estimates given by Pinkel. 
P&WA Aircraft Gas Turbine Development - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
The gas turbine experience has been based on a technology background 
which has been developed over the last 20 years. 
development effort has taken two separate but related forms. 
During this time the 
One is the effort spent directly on specific engine system projects. 
The other is the effort spent on general component technology acquisition 
and improvement. Both of these activities contribute to the attairaent' 
of the current performance and duration levels. The attainment of these 
levels has been a gradual process of increasing performance (as refleeTed 
by turbine inlet temperature) and reliability (as reflected by component 
failure rate). 
development of a single system designed to meet the current requirements 
but was an evolutionary process which grew from an accumulation of 
The achievement of these levels did not occur through 
Pinkel, B.: Electrical Propulsion in Space: Mission Comparisons, Devel.op- 
meat Cost, Reliability, and Their Implications for Planning. Memorandum 
RM-g056-.N~sA, August 1964. 
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technological experience. 
i n  over 70 mill ion engine hours of f l igh t  operation a l s o  contributes sub- 
s t a n t i a l l y  t o  the  achievement of t he  present performance and endurance l eve l s .  
It should a l so  be noted t h a t  t h e  experience gained 
The general  charac te r i s t ics  of gas turbine development time and cost  
experience are shown on Fig. IV-11. This figure shows t h e  cumulative r e l a t i v e  
cost  and t h e  time required f o r  developing three  typ ica l  gas turbine engines. 
Superimposed on t h i s  information a r e  l i n e s  showing f a i l u r e  r a t e  milestones 
during t h e  development program. 
Nuclear Rankine Cycle Powerplant Development _- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
A number of fac tors  peculiar t o  nuclear space powerplants have been 
taken in to  account i n  estimating t h e  development program requirements. Again 
it must be noted t h a t  these fac tors  apply t o  the  development of any type of 
high-performance, high-temperature nuclear space powerplant. The s igni f icant  
f ac to r s  are:  
1. Insuf f ic ien t  technology now e x i s t s  t o  d i r e c t l y  develop the  components 
or the  system. 
the  system i s  f eas ib l e .  
t he  establishment and the  demonstration of the required technological base 
p r i o r  t o  i n i t i a t i o n  of fu l l - sca le  development. Compared t o  f i l l - s c a l e  
development, t h i s  i n i t i a l  phase of the program i s  characterized by a r e l a t i v e l y  
low funding r a t e .  
demonstrate system f e a s i b i l i t y  i s  r e l a t ive ly  low. Numerous milestones w i l l  be 
b u i l t  i n t o  t h i s  phase of t he  program t o  measure development progress and t o  
cont inual ly  evaluate t h e  probabi l i ty  of achieving the program goals.  The 
development r i s k  i s  minimized until  it has been demonstrated t h a t  a reasonable 
assurance e x i s t s  t h a t  t he  program w i l l  be successful.  
I n  addition, insuff ic ient  experience e x i s t s  t o  now judge t h a t  
Therefore, the f i rs t  s tage o f  t he  development requires  
The program i s  designed s o  t h a t  the investment required t o  
2. A s  mentioned above, attainment of desired component o r  system 
r e l i a b i l i t y  cannot reasonably be demonstrated. 
is  r e l i a b l e  enough t o  perform the mission will depend on t h e  manner i n  
which t h e  development program i s  organized and operated. 
are cha rac t e r i s t i c s  o r  a aevelopment program &signed Lo aii,ain L i l t :  
Assurance t h a t  t he  system 
The following 
des i red 
a .  
b .  
C ,  
d .  
system charac te r i s t ics :  
The program will be performed by an experienced team with a record 
of success i n  developing high performance, high temperature, high 
r e l i a b i l i t y  powerplants, 
Suf f ic ien t  program funding, 
Clear and constant program goals, 
Extensive t e s t i n g  of  components and systems t o  eliminate sources 
of f a i lu re ,  
hV-9 
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e. Extensive quality assurance program for design, materials, and 
manufacturing, 
f. Selective assembly of systems, 
g. Successful completion of specified system qualification tests. 
3 .  It has been assumed that the initial acquisition and demonstration 
of basic technology will begin with an 1800 F reactor outlet temperature and 
a 1 a/o uranium burnup system. 
demonstration will proceed in increments of 200 F or 2 a/o burnup until the 
technology required for the operational system has been demonstrated. 
point full-scale development will be initiated for the flight system. 
The process of technology acquisition and 
At this 
The reasoning outlined above led to the consideration of a three-phase 
development cycle: 
a. Technology Demonstration 
This phase will consist of accumulating and demonstrating that the 
necessary technology is available to achieve the required performance. In 
addition, a 2000-hr test will be made to demonstrate system feasibility and 
to pinpoint initial sources of wearout failures. 
b . System Development 
This phase of the program will consist of extending the endurance of the 
multiple component system to that required for the flight. 
c , Flight Test 
This phase of the program will consist of demonstrating system opera- 
tion, performance, and endurance in the space environment. 
The over-all schedule for an 1800-~ reactor outlet temperature, 1 a/o 
uranium burnup system is shown in Fig. IV-12 to include the following: 
a. A 5-yr Technology Demonstration program for this system (will consist 
of 3 years of subsystem and component development followed by a 2-year, 2000- 
hr demonstration test). 
b. A 6-year System Development program 
c. A 4-year Flight Test program 
If all of these programs are conducted in series, the total time 
required will be 15 years. One alternative would be to perform a portion 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1 
I 
I 
I 
1 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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of the programs in parallel as shown 
development time to about 13 years. 
on Fig. IV-12. This would reduce the 
The feasibility and degree of performing 
these programs in parallel depends on the degree of success achieved in the 
various stages of development. 
It has been estimated that the Technology Demonstration phase of the 
development of this system will cost $GOM/yr f o r  5 years. In addition, the 
facilities required for this program are estimated to cost $TOM for a CANEL 
type facility and an additional $TOM for a nuclear system test facility. 
Thus the total requirements for the Technology Demonstration phase are 
estimated to be 13 to 15 years and about $440M. 
The System Development phase includes the program required to demonstrate 
the performance and endurance level of the baseline system. 
for this phase of the program are estimated at 6 years and $4260M. This 
estimate was based on methods suggested by Pinkel (op. cit.) with check- 
points based on aircraft gas turbine experience. 
The requirements 
The Flight Test phase of the program is intended to demonstrate that the 
system can achieve the required performance and endurance in space. 
Flight Test program has been set up on the basis that it is cheaper to 
accomplish almost any test objective on the ground. 
of flight tests have been minimized. 
will be performed on orbiting space stations. 
The 
Therefore, the number 
It is assumed that the flight tests 
The test schedule has been set up to include: 
1. Three single-system tests to demonstrate operational characteristics, 
startup and shutdown, endurance, and maintenance capability. 
2 .  Three 10,000-hr dual powerplant endurance tests. 
The requirements for the Flight Test phase have beer) estimated at 4 
years and $2O7OM, 
The total development program requirements for the 1800 P, 1 a/o burnup 
system therefore are estimated to be about 13 to 15 years and $6780~. 
cost breakdown by phase is shown below: 
A 
1. Technology Demonstration $ 440M 
2. System Development 4260 
3. Flight Test 2070 
A curve of the rate of expenditure for this program is shown on Fig. 
N-13. 
phase and illustrates the relatively small commitment to the concept prior to 
demonstration of the feasibility of the system. 
This shows the low level of funding during the Technology Demonstration 
E -910262 -6 
An obvious question which arises is: can reductions be made in the 
A number of possibilities are development time and money requirements? 
apparent; however, further evaluation is required before it can be concluded 
that significant reductions are possible. 
be discussed below. 
Some of these possibilities will 
Iv-12 
1. In order to place the development cost in proper perspective an 
estimate should be made of the number of missions to which the Rankine cycle 
technology will be applicable. 
exclusively on the manned Mars mission, the Rankine cycle technology is 
obviously applicable to other programs. 
ment costs should be apportioned or, alternatively, the total range of benefits 
received from the development should be considered. 
Fig. IV-14 shows how the cost per trip varies with the number of manned Mars 
missions which are flown, This information illustrates that if enough 
missions can be flown, the development program costs become relatively 
insignificant. 
of Rankine cycle applications in addition to the manned Mars mission would 
make a large powerplant development program appear to be reasonable. 
While the work reported here was concentrated 
Thus the question of how the develop- 
As a simplified example, 
Thus, an extensive space program which has a large number 
2 .  One possibility for reducing development costs is to perform most 
of the Technology Demonstration phase on lower-power level components. It 
is anticipated that this would reduce the cost of this phase of the program 
without a significant loss in assurance that the results are applicable to 
the larger systems. 
control system. Since reactor size does have a significant influence on 
reactor control this aspect of system development must be considered at the 
power level of interest. 
One obvious exception to this generality is the reactor 
One aspect of the size effect in shown on Fig. IV-15. This information 
is taken from Pinkel (op. cit .) . 
results obtained in this study bracket the extrapolated results from Pinkel. 
It should be noted that the range of 
3. Some consideration might be given to a greater degree of paralleling 
of the various phases of the program. 
very uncertain. One consideration will be the degree of success actually 
achieved during the program. 
apparent until the programs are underway. However, it must be recognized 
that, in general, estimates of development time and cost are usually 
optimistic and experience usually increases both time and cost. The 
baseline system development presented here has attempted to recognize 
this factor and to present a realistic situation. However, a more 
optimistic schedule has been estimated as 13 years. The "series" and 
"parallel" schedules are compared on Fig. IV-12. These two schedules 
may be viewed as presenting the uncertainty involved in estimating the 
development time requirements. 
ment cost resulting from this paralleling process. 
The degree to which this can be done is 
Adjustments due to this factor will not be 
There is no apparent reduction in develop- 
E-910262 -6 
The se lec t ion  of performance goals f o r  any advanced system i s  an exercise 
of judgement which must take into account many fac tors .  
quantif'y as m a n y  of these fac tors  as possible even though there  i s  a l a rge  
degree of  uncertainty i n  t h i s  process. 
ment program requirements which have been considered are: 
It 5 s  desirable  t o  
For t h i s  reason estimates of develop- 
a .  powerplant maintenance 
b .  component f a i l u r e  r a t e  
c .  system temperature 
d .  reac tor  f u e l  burnup 
e.  rad ia tor  mater ia ls  
The f i n a l  se lec t ion  of  t h e  costs f o r  various a l t e rna t ives  requires  con- 
s idera t ion  of the  cost  t rade-offs  between development cos ts  and mission cos ts .  
Some of t h e  f ac to r s  which influence the t o t a l  cos t  are: 
a. cost  of obtaining various levels  of powerplant technology, 
b .  cost  of performing t h e  mission with powerplants of d i f f e ren t  l eve l s  
of performance, i n  terms of: 
MEo, 
Launch vehicle  cost ,  
Number of missions. 
Development programs corresponding t o  fur ther  advances i n  technology 
have been evaluated. An assumption h a s  been made t h a t  Technology Demonstration 
proceeds i n  4-yr program increments. 
increases i n  reactor  o u t l e t  temperature or 2-a/o increases i n  uranium burnup. 
Two d i f f e ren t  assumptions have been made regarding the  cost  of Technology 
Demonstration: 
These increments consis t  of e i t h e r  200-F 
a.  $ 6 0 ~  per year 
b .  Annual cost  doubles for  each new technology increment. That is: 
1800 F, 1 a/o - $6OM/yr 
1800 F, 3 a/o - $120M/yr 
2000 F, 3 a/o - $240M/yr 
2200 F, 3 a/o - $480M/yr 
The r e s u l t s  of both the  temperature and t h e  burnup influences on system 
development cos ts  a r e  p lo t ted  on Figs. IV-16 and IV-17 (normalized t o  a 
2200 F, 3-a/o burnup system). These results ind ica te  tha t :  
a. The t o t a l  cos t  of the development program becomes extremely sens i t ive  
t o  t h e  assumption of  the cost f o r  technology demonstration, as t h e  
technology becomes more advanced. 
IV-13 
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b .  Regardless of the cos t  assumption there  i s  an incent ive toward 
developing r e l a t i v e l y  low-Level technology (1800 F t o  2000 F and 
1- t o  3-a/o burnup). 
These conclusions a r e  fu r the r  demonstrated by the  information shown on 
Figs .  IV-18 and IV-19 f o r  the opt imist ic  assumption of Technology Demonstra- 
t i o n  cos t  (assumption a ) .  
These f i g u r e s  show: 
a .  The development cos t  as a function of temperature or burnup amortized 
over 1 mission and 10 missions 
b .  The vehicle cost/mission as a f’unction of temperature. The change 
i n  vehicle cost  i s  a r e f l ec t ion  of the change i n  ME0 over t h e  range 
of temperature and burnup examined (Saturn V cos t  has been assumed 
as $70M/vehicle), 
These r e su l t s  i l l u s t r a t e  t h a t  the  t o t a l  cos t  of the  mission i s  not 
s t rongly affected by the  powerplant technology. Thus, from the  standpoint 
of development risk,  there  appears t o  be no strong incent ive f o r  developing 
the  higher-level technology systems. 
R e l i a b i l i t y  Improvements - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
A s  indicated previously, there  i s  no c l ea r  way i n  which t o  perform a 
development program t o  achieve an improvement i n  component r e l i a b i l i t y .  
addition, t he re  is no f eas ib l e  method f o r  demonstrating the  l e v e l  of f a i l u r e  
r a t e  t o  which long mission time components have been developed. 
the  r e l i a b i l i t y  analysis indicates  that one way i n  which t o  achieve reasonable 
power a v a i l a b i l i t y  i s  t o  develop components t o  achieve an order of magnitude 
improvement i n  gas turbine r e l i a b i l i t y .  Thus it i s  of i n t e r e s t  t o  examine 
the  reasonableness of attemptiqg t o  achieve t h i s  improvement. 
I n  
However, 
A development program designed t o  achieve improved component r e l i a b i l i t y  
will require  increased qual i ty  assurance provisions, spec ia l  handling pro- 
visions,  and t e s t ing ,  There i s  no ex is t ing  data which d i r e c t l y  co r re l a t e  
t he  r e su l t i ng  increase i n  development cos t  with t h e  r e su l t i ng  r e l i a b i l i t y  
improvements. However, gas turbine experience suggests t h a t  t he  cos t  o f  
an engine development program increases by a f ac to r  of th ree  t o  obtain a 
f ac to r  of t e n  reduction i n  f a i l u r e  r a t e .  In addi t ion t o  the  money spent 
d i r e c t l y  on each program, general  technology improvement funds a l s o  con- 
t r i b u t e  t o  the reduction i n  f a i l u r e  r a t e .  This amounts t o  about another 
f ac to r  of two increase i n  development program cost .  
been assumed t h a t  improving the  r e l i a b i l i t y  of t he  Rankine cycle w i l l  
increase the  System Development and Fl ight  Test  cos t  by a f ac to r  of 3 t o  
6 t o  reduce the  fa i lure  r a t e  by a f a c t o r  of t e n .  This w i l l  r e s u l t  i n  
program cos ts  of: 
Therefore, it has 
IV-14 
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a. Technology Demonstration $ 980M to $ 3,170M 
b . System Development 10,400M to 20,800~ 
c. Flight Test 4,750M to 9,500M 
T O W  COST $16,000~ to $33,000~ 
Thus, it is fairly clear that this estimate predicts a drastic increase in 
development cost to achieve a 1/10 failure rate level. While this is a very 
crude estimate, the implication is clear that, with the assumptions used, an 
inflight maintenance capability is undoubtedly a more attractive alternative 
for improving power availability. 
Development of Maintenance Capability - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
The cost required to develop an extensive maintenance capability has 
been estimated to be $680M. 
It has already been noted that a nonmaintained "1" level system provides 
a high probability of reasonable power level for only a short period of time 
(less than the mission time of interest). 
developing a maintenance capability makes the use of "1" level system 
feasible with a large saving in development costs. This situation is 
summarized below for a 530-day mission: 
Thus it becomes apparent that 
Level 1/10 Level 
30 lb/kwe system 
6 lb/kwe spares 
30 lb/kwe system 
2 lb/kwe spares 
Development Cost (average) 769OM 16,000M to 33,OOOM 
Launch Vehicle Cost 39m 364M 
Total Cost 8 0 0 0 ~  16,000~ to 33,OOOM 
Thus the trend is clear that a maintained, aircraft gas turbine failure rate 
level system represents a reasonable Rankine cycle system development goal. 
Alternate Radiator Materials - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
An evaluation has been made of the effect of the choice of radiator 
materials on the system development cost, The choice evaluated is between 
a radiator with beryllium barrier and fins and a radiator with copper fins 
and stainless steel barrier. The cost of the development program was esti- 
mated to be $6030~ for the beryllium radiator and $5900M for the copper- 
stainless steel radiator. 
judgement that the copper-stainless steel development is cheaper, does 
not show a significant difference between these two choices. 
This estimate, while confirming an intuitive 
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SECTION V 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The major tasks  which have been accomplished as a r e s u l t  of t h e  study 
e f f o r t  and the s igni f icant  conclusions derived therefrom are surmnarized i n  
t h i s  sec t ion .  The implications t o  technological research a c t i v i t i e s  wherein 
fur ther  e f f o r t s  a r e  desirable a re  l i s t e d  i n  Section V I ,  Research and Techno- 
logy Implications. 
f o r  the  fu ture  analysis  of manned interplanetary hybrid-thrust  missions. 
Also l i s t e d  i n  Section V I  a r e  study areas  recommended 
General Conclusions 
1. A u s e m  manned Mars mission employing a hybrid-thrust  vehicle  system 
can be performed i n  the  1980 time period. 
development of the  nuclear e l e c t r i c  powerplant and propulsion system i s  required 
due t o  the  extended t i m e  required t o  develop t h i s  system. 
of t h e  mission i s  judged by the  t o t a l  vehicle mass required on Earth parking 
o r b i t  ( t yp ica l ly  600 t o  800 metric t o n s )  i n  r e l a t ion  t o  the payload delivered 
(MEM, 45 metric tons) .  
However, prompt i n i t i a t i o n  of the  
The "usefulness" 
2 ,  For extended t r i p  times (about 500 t o  600 days) t he  influence of  
powerplant spec i f ic  weight on vehicle mass i s  reduced under hybrid-thrust  
operation so t h a t  high spec i f ic  weights (15 t o  20 kg/kw) are to l e rab le .  This 
l e v e l  of powerplant specif ic  weight may be achieved by nuclear Rankine cycles 
w i t h  maximum cycle coolant temperatures i n  the  range of 1800 t o  2000 F and 
reac tor  fuel burnup i n  the  range of 1 t o  3 a/o uranium. Sa t i s fac tory  power- 
plant  r e l i a b i l i t y  can be achieved i f  t h i s  type of system can achieve a s t a t e  
of development equivalent t o  t h a t  experienced by a i r c r a f t  gas turbines  and 
if an extensive in f l igh t  maintenance capabi l i ty  can be developed. 
estimated that the  development program required f o r  t h i s  type of powerplant 
w i l l  r equi re  about 13 t o  17 years and 6 t o  8 b i l l i o n  do l l a r s .  
pated t h a t  any of t h e  high-temperature nuclear powerplant systems current ly  
proposed w i l l  require  development programs of a similar magnitude. 
It i s  
It i s  a n t i c i -  
3. I n  order t o  s ign i f i can t ly  decrease vehicle mass requirements, t he  
powerplant spec i f ic  weight must be l e s s  than 5 kg/kwe. However, it i s  not 
possible  t o  iden t i fy  a power system design which would r e s u l t  i n  a spec i f ic  
weight l e s s  than 12 kg/kw. Thus, there i s  l i t t l e  incentive for developing 
powerplants t o  achieve above-2000 F reactor ou t l e t  temperatures o r  3 a/o 
reac tor  f u e l  burnup. 
4, Under hybrid-thrust  operations, the  power requirements f o r  t h e  
manned Mars mission a re  about 4 Mwe o r  l e s s  depending on t h e  powerplant 
cha rac t e r i s t i c s  selected and the  t r i p  time. Re l i ab i l i t y  considerations 
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indicate that the favored powerplant for this mission should employ two 
reactors, From preliminary conceptual design analysis, the vehicle system 
integration problems are alleviated considerably provided the favored power- 
plant can be contained in one power module. 
5. The available power, and consequently those characteristics which 
affect power, strongly influences the mass of the entire vehicle system. 
Major power system characteristics which determine the power availability 
are maintenance level, component failure rates, and probability level. 
6. 
weights are essentially compatible with the Saturn V orbital payload capa- 
bility. 
mission depends not only upon proper selection of the mass minimization 
techniques, but also on the level of sophistication in the design and 
packaging of the space transportation system for orbital assembly. 
The mass requirements for extended-duration trips and high specific 
The actual number of Saturn V launches required to fulfill a given 
7.  The hybrid-thrust system using a solid-core nuclear propulsion 
system in combination with electric propulsion is highly competitive with 
the vehicle systems employing highly advanced all high-thrust nuclear systems 
such as liquid-core and gaseous-core rockets, The major advantage of the 
advanced high-thrust nuclear system is the approximate 100 days less trip 
time required for the manned Mars mission. 
8. Ehnploying an Earth return rendezvous mode by using an Earth surface 
launched system to retrieve the crew at parabolic conditions results in a 
large mass penalty compared to an ablative atmospheric Earth capture system. 
The penalty in mass does not include the mass of the resulting Earth-based 
rendezvous system. 
9 .  For optimum hybrid-thrust operation, the fractional hyperbolic 
excess speeds should be between 0.5 and 0.8 for Earth and Mars departure 
and 0.3 and 0.6 f o r  Mars arrival, where the values represent the fraction 
of the impulsive (all high-thrust) transfer. 
are about 1.0 depending upon the mass growth of the ablative entry system 
with atmospheric entry speed. 
For Earth arrival the values 
10. The over-all mission energy requirements are dependent on the 
orbital operations at the planet. 
should be defined as a function of the retro AV accuracy, the number of 
monitoring passes the spacecraft makes during surface exploration, and 
the required total stopover time. 
operations are a strong function of the percent of the hyperbolic excess 
speed which is applied to the high-thrust system. 
The eccentricity of the parking orbit 
The energy requirements for the orbital 
11. The spacecraft design is strongly influenced by the type of 
orbit established about Mars and the type of propulsion used for the 
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retro-braking. Circular o r b i t s  tend t o  minimize the  s i z e  of the  MEM and 
maximize t h e  Mars capture and departure propulsion requirements, A s  t he  
eccent r ic i ty  of t h e  parking o rb i t  i s  increased, the MEM weight increases 
while t he  capture and departure stage decrease i n  s i z e .  
e l l i p t i c  parking o r b i t s  about Mars, the capture and departure energy 
requirements axe s o  small t h a t  an  Oa/% chemical system can be used f o r  
planetary o r b i t a l  operations and provide spacecraf t  weights which a r e  lower 
than i f  solid-core nuclear propulsior, were used. 
i s  a l l ev ia t ed  with a chemical system, 
For highly 
Also, t he  rad ia t ion  problem 
12. The favored t r i p s  which tend t o  reduce t h e  mass of  the vehicle  
a r r ive  a t  Mars af ter  the  opposition date. 
the t i m e  a f t e r  opposition ranges from 80 t o  120 days. 
Depending on t h e  mission duration, 
Major Study Accomplishments 
The following l i s t  summarizes the major accomplishments of t he  study. 
The relevant  sec t ion  of t he  Technical Report (Vol.  11) i n  which fu r the r  
de t a i l ed  information may be obtained i s  indicated i n  parenthesis.  
1. The f in i te -d i f fe rence  Newton-Raphson algorithm was successfully 
applied t o  solving t h e  calculus o f  var ia t ions problem of var iable  low-thrust 
t r a j ec to ry  optimization. 
i n  the  numerical solut ion of nonlinear two-point boundary-value problems 
and has yielded optimum variable-thrust  t r a j e c t o r i e s  by an order of magnitude 
f a s t e r  than t h e  most recent competitive methods. (Section V and Appendix A ) .  
This approach resu l ted  i n  a fundamental advance 
2. The basic  algorithm and associated computer program have been 
extended t o  include hyperbolic excess speeds of  planetary departure and 
a r r iva l  (mixed high- and low-thrust systems), var iable  power i n  the  exhaust 
j e t  (Section V ) ,  planetary flybys and s o l a r  probes (Appendix B) .  
j e t  power includes var ia t ions  i n  powerplant output due t o  sources such as 
radioisotope systems and so la r  ce l l s ,  and component f a i l u r e s  within the  
power system. 
Variable 
3. A numerical technique was developed f o r  maximizing the payload of  
a vehicle  operating under constant thrust ,  constant power with a s ing le  
coast  (Appendix B) .  
optimization technique (Section V )  . 
A computer program was wri t ten which implements t he  
4.  For var iable- thrust  operation, comparisons of optimum Earth-to-Mars 
t r a j e c t o r i e s  were made f o r  constant-power, radioisotope-power, and so la r -  
power modes. Using rendezvous boundary conditions, contours of constant J 
were computed and organized f o r  t h e  Mars oppositions of 1978 and 1980 
(Section v ) .  
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5 .  
t he  payload-to-gross weight r a t i o  of a combined high- and low-thrust vehicle  
system. 
f l ex ib l e  t o  include d i f fe ren t  propulsion parameters f o r  the high-thrust  and 
low-thrust systems, and a l so  an atmospheric ( r a the r  than high-thrust)  capture 
system (Section N) . 
A technique was developed which maximizes (under idea l  conditions) 
This method and the  implementing computer program i s  s u f f i c i e n t l y  
6. For hybrid-thrust systems employing rendezvous conditions a t  the  
boundaries of  the low-thrust t r a j ec to r i e s ,  t h e  minimum-mass t r i p s  were found 
t o  be those arr iving a t  Mars a f t e r  t he  opposition date .  
approach i s  used i n  determining the  optimum d i s t r ibu t ion  o f  outbound and 
inbound l e g  times for a given mission duration and fo r  es tabl ishing t h e  
a r r i v a l  date  which minimizes vehicle mass (Section I V ) .  
A simple graphical 
7. The re la t ive  importance o f  powerplant spec i f ic  weight, component 
technology level,  onboard maintenance, and r e l i a b i l i t y  l e v e l  on t h e  hybrid- 
t h rus t  vehicle mass required on Earth parking o rb i t  was determined f o r  a 
range of the foregoing parameters and t o t a l  t r i p  times. The influence of 
t he  d i f f e ren t  powerplant cha rac t e r i s t i c s  was evaluated for t h e i r  e f fec t ive-  
ness i n  reducing t h e  vehicle mass (Section 111) and i n  es tabl ishing desired 
powerplant operating cha rac t e r i s t i c s  (Section V I )  . 
8. The influence of the  Mars parking o rb i t  operational mode on the mass 
of t h e  MEM and the parent spacecraft  was establ ished fo r  highly e l l i p t i c a l  
(near-parabolic) and c i r cu la r  (926-km) parking o r b i t s .  
parking o r b i t  mode between the  MEM and the spacecraft  was iden t i f i ed  i n  
terms of systemmass and favored spacecraft  departure and a r r i v a l  propulsion 
systems (O,/H, o r  solid-core nuclear) (Sections I11 and IT). 
The trade-off of 
9 .  A simple hybrid-thrust  spacecraft  conceptual design was establ ished.  
Variations of t h e  basic design layout were determined for  e l l i p t i c a l  or 
c i r cu la r  o r b i t  operations and nuclear or chemical spacecraft  propulsion. 
Problem areas relevant t o  t he  over -a l l  optimization of t he  space system and 
the  design integration of such a system were t en ta t ive ly  iden t i f i ed  
(Section 111). 
10. A ser ies  of f l i g h t  p ro f i l e  and system considerations were delineated 
which were determined t o  be important approaches for  minimizing t h e  vehicle  
mass required on Earth parking o r b i t  (Section 111). 
11. Power system output a s  a function o f  operating time (power pro- 
f i l e s )  w a s  established for  d i f f e ren t  subsystem and component redundancies, 
p robabi l i ty  levels,  and component f a i l u r e  r a t e  l eve l s .  The influence and 
importance o f  maintenance l e v e l  and powerplant technology on the  power 
p r o f i l e  was determined f o r  a two-reactor power system (Section V I ) .  
12. Cr i t i ca l  system design considerations and technology areas  were 
iden t i f i ed  which strongly influence powerplant spec i f ic  weight (Section V I ) .  
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13. The time and cost  f o r  developing a 4 Mw maintained powerplant was 
evaluated (Section V I ) ,  
Mass Minimization Considerations 
1. For a given t o t a l  t r i p  time, the bes t  combination of outbound and 
inbound l e g  times should be analyzed along with the  a r r i v a l  date.  
2 .  The benefi ts  i n  reduced mass requirements derived from operating 
under combined high and low th rus t  indicate t h a t  t h e  hybrid-thrust mode 
should be employed i n  the  more d i f f i c u l t  (higher-enerm) missions. 
3 .  Ablative entry v ia  an "advanced" type Apollo entry system yie lds  
l e s s  mass, than a r r i v a l  a t  Earth under parabolic conditiQns with r e t r i e v a l  
by an Earth-based rendezvous vehicle.  
4. In f l igh t  maintenance strongly reduces the  vehicle mass required, 
but it is  an an t ic ipa ted  a c t i v i t y  based on probabi l i ty  analyses.  
5 .  Reduced probabi l i ty  leve ls  tend t o  reduce mass requirements but 
a l s o  tend t o  reduce the  probabi l i ty  o f  safe  re turn  of t he  crew. 
6.  The mission analysis  should include the  operational mode a t  the  
planetary parking o rb i t  f o r  i t s  e f fec t  on the  mass of t h e  ME51 and parent 
spacecraf t ,  
7. I n  some instances the  velocity requirements f o r  effect ing the  
desired planetary parking o r b i t  a r e  o f  such magnitude t h a t  no one propulsion 
system (Os/% o r  solid-core nuclear) can be considered a p r i o r i  t o  have a 
d i s t i n c t  mass advantage; both systems should be invest igated.  
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SECTION VI 
RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY IMPLICATIONS 
This section summarizes some of the important technical problems which 
must be solved in the development of a nuclear electric powerplant. Advanced 
research and technology programs are recommended which will contribute to the 
solution of these key problems, 
Also presented herein are recommendations for future studies of a general 
nature which influence the employment of mixed high- and low-thrust systems 
in manned planetary missions. 
Major Power System Technical Problems 
Powerplant Startup 
An important problem affecting the complete system is startup in a space 
environment. Included in the startup considerations are shutdown time prior 
to starting or restarting and the associated possibility of freezing various 
liquid metals, the initiation of stable boiling without significant liquid 
carryover, control of condensation and flooding in the turbine, adequate 
bearing fluid supply, stable condensing at low flow rates and startup 
thermal stresses. 
The need for reliable valves in liquid-metal systems is generally 
recognized. 
effort has been expended. Control valves, shutoff valves, and check valves 
capable of extended operation in contact with high-temperature alkali metals 
will be required. 
However, this is an area in which relatively little technical 
Another component important to the startup and operation of the Rankine- 
cycle space powerplant is an accumulator for service with high-temperature 
liquid metals in a space environment, The accumulator stores liquid metal 
TGi- S>-S~CIII   laircu cup d u i u b  La.1 Liiib uriri LrausieiiL upera i i u r i .  I i also must 
supply this liquid metal at nearly constant pressure to maintain the con- 
densing temperature. 
metal system is a drain-and-fill system for the storage of liquid metals 
during some of the maintenance operations. 
the drain-and-fill and the accumulator functions into a single system. 
An additional requirement for a maintainable liquid- 
One possibility is to combine 
Reactor 
The development of a lithium-cooled reactor capable of operation at high 
temperature is required. The magnitude of temperature and power reactivity 
coefficients remains to be demonstrated before a complete understanding of 
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the  reactor  control requirements i s  established. Obviously, t h e  operation 
and t e s t  of a power reactor  of t h i s  type i s  required. 
The development of a long-l i fe  high-temperature f u e l  presents a n  important 
development problem t o  be solved. 
low fission-gas release, high allowable burnup, and resis tance t o  cracking and 
swelling. 
!The desirable  propert ies  f o r  t he  f’uel a r e  
Shield 
When LiH i s  incorporated in to  a shield design, i t s  containment produces 
a major problem. 
around 800 F, it will dissoc ia te  t o  form gaseous hydrogen and l i qu id  l i thium. 
An overpressure o f  hydrogen can slow t h i s  dissociat ion,  but hydrogen gas 
diffUses through most materials such as s t a in l e s s  s t ee l ,  and w i l l  be l o s t  
during operation for extended periods a t  high temperatures. Also,  the  
a b i l i t y  o f  t he  shield t o  s top  neutrons w i l l  be decreased, and l i q u i d  l i thium 
w i l l  be l ibera ted  with i t s  attendant corrosion problem. If the L i H  contain- 
ment problem dic ta tes  t he  canning of L iH i n  small sections,  the heat removal 
capabi l i ty  o f  the sh i e ld  could be decreased, causing temperature problems. 
Heat generation ra tes  i n  the  sh ie ld  are  s ign i f icant  and a de ta i led  examina- 
t i o n  of the  shield design problem i s  warranted. 
If the  LiH i n  the  shield i s  allowed t o  reach temperatures 
Boiler 
Boiling i n s t a b i l i t i e s  i n  a space environment represent a major problem 
t o  be solved. 
Turbine 
Materials - - - - -  
The peak temperature i n  the  power-conversion system i s  determined by 
the capabi l i ty  o f  the  turb ine .  Data are  required which define the  long-term 
strength and corrosion res i s tance  o f  high strength-to-weight r a t i o  mater ia ls  
capable of operating f o r  a long period i n  a potassium vapor environment a t  
temperatures close t o  2000 F. Experience must be gained w i t h  casting, 
forging, machining, and welding o f  such materials i n  the  forms required for 
t he  construction of a turbine.  Materials must be developed which can 
guarantee t h e  s t ruc tura l  i n t e g r i t y  o f  t h e  turbine rotor. The e f f e c t s  
of  l iqu id  potassium on blade l i f e  and turbine performance must be deker- 
mined and methods o f  in tess tage  moisture removal developed. 
Bearings - - - - -  
The hydrost.atic bearings employed i n  t h e  turbine require  ext.ensive 
development. Par t icular  problems w i l l  be the  s t a r t u p  of the  turbine i n  a 
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dry condition and t h e  evaluation of liquid-metal flow r a t e s  required during 
s t a r tup  and operation. "he s t a b i l i t y  of radial bearings and the  s t i f f n e s s  
of these bearings needs t o  be investigated for the  ro ta t iona l  speeds a n t i c i -  
pated i n  t h i s  appl icat ion,  The poss ib i l i ty  of bearing damage due t o  so l id  
impurit ies i n  t h e  l i qu id  metal i s  r e l a t ive ly  unknown and needs t o  be inves t i -  
gated i n  order t o  provide proper clearances and flow r a t e s .  
of requir ing f i l t e r s  t o  remove these pa r t i c l e s  should be invest igated.  
The poss ib i l i t y  
Seals - - -  
The use of  dynamic sea ls  i n  t h e  turbine appears t o  be a f eas ib l e  approach 
t o  provide f o r  prevention of  leakage of potassium l i q u i d  in to  the  vapor sect ion 
of the turbine.  
pumps has been obtained a t  the  P&WA CANEL f a c i l i t y .  
work i s  required t o  produce a r e l i ab le  s e a l  with adequate cooling and s t a r tup  
cha rac t e r i s t i c s .  
i n  turbine rpm must a lso be investigated. 
important when the  turbine i s  shut down fo r  maintenance. 
Extensive experience with t h i s  type o f  s e a l  i n  liquid-metal 
However, development 
The problem of interface i n s t a b i l i t i e s  caused by changes 
T h i s  problem w i l l  be pa r t i cu la r ly  
Condenser 
The major problems f o r  the condenser a re  the  heat  t r ans fe r  and two-phase 
pressure drop correlat ions and condensing s t a b i l i t y  i n  a space environment. 
Further data  on condensing heat t ransfer  of l i qu id  metal vapors a r e  required.  
Radiators 
The main and high-temperature auxi l iary rad ia tors  a re  constructed of 
s t a in l e s s - s t ee l  tubes which contain the l i qu id  metal. The tubes a r e  covered 
with a beryllium b a r r i e r  and have beryllium f i n s .  A good metal lurgical  bond 
is  required between t h e  tube and ba r r i e r  i n  order t o  assure good thermal con- 
t a c t .  The bond between these materials must be strong enough t o  withstand 
the  l a rge  thermal s t r e s ses  imposed during fabr ica t ion  and system operation. 
Materials a r e  required with s i m i l a r  thermal expansion coef f ic ien ts ,  which a re  
chemically compatible and which a re  functionally su i t ab le  as tube and b a r r i e r .  
The r ad ia to r  surfaces a re  designed with a high-emissivity coating and 
such coatings have demonstrated high performance and extensive l i f e  i n  a 
high-vacuum environment. However, a n  examination of  high emissivity 
coatings on beryllium i s  required t o  demonstrate t h e  compatibil i ty of t he  
coating with beryllium. 
E l e c t r i c a l  
Electromagnetic materials which would permit operation a t  higher 
temperatures and higher stress levels  could improve eff ic iency and reduce 
auxi l ia ry  c o o l i w  system weight. Switchgear which can be developed t o  
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operate i n  a high-temperature vacuum environment without welding or extensive 
contact resistance would be a t t r a c t i v e  i n  t h i s  application,. Also, e f f i c i e n t  
e l e c t r i c a l  power-conditioning equipment which can operate above the  present 
l imi t ing  temperature for  semiconductors would allow system weight reductions.  
A major development item i s  the  nonmagnetic and nonconducting bore s e a l  
required t o  separate the  a l t e rna to r  ro to r  and s t a t o r .  
bably be made of a ceramic mater ia l .  
The s e a l  w i l l  pro- 
System m i n t  enance 
The r e su l t s  of  t h i s  study indicate  that an i n f l i g h t  l iquid-metal  system 
repa i r  capabili ty i s  required. 
viding such a capabi l i ty  without excessive shield and equipment weight or 
powerplant shutdown penal t ies .  
and welding of liquid-metal systems. Systems are  required for detect ing 
component fa i lures ,  i so la t ing  components, and draining and f i l l i n g  l iqu id-  
metal systems. 
Feasible methods must be developed f o r  pro- 
Tools and equipment a re  required for cut t ing  
Recommended Power Systems Research and Technology Programs 
Star tup 
The f e a s i b i l i t y  of space s t a r tup  of t h e  powerplant i n  various f l i g h t  
modes must be demonstrated. .Turbine s tar tup,  including bearing supply, 
flooding and draining, and thermal t rans ien ts  a re  pa r t i cu la r ly  important. 
Reactor 
Development of a high-temperature liquid-metal-cooled reac tor  i s  a 
r equ i s i t e  for t h i s  system. The key item i n  the  reactor  development i s  t h a t  
o f  a reactor  fue l  which w i l l  t o l e r a t e  t he  high-temperature long-lifetime 
environment, and which can to l e ra t e  the  e f fec ts  of rad ia t ion  damage without 
f a i l u r e .  An additional item of importance i s  the  development of a r e l i a b l e  
reac tor  control  concept with a suf f ic ien t  r e a c t i v i t y  e f fec t  f o r  a l l  mission 
modes. 
vessel  mater ia l  capable o f  operating a t  high temperature w i t h  nuclear 
propert ies  which do not adversely a f fec t  reac tor  control .  
Control system development includes t h e  development o f  a seactor  
Radiation Shielding 
The radiat ion shielding requirements a re  t h e  single most s ign i f icant  
consideration i n  determining powerplant weight. Extensive study i s  required 
i n  the  determination of  sh i e ld  c r i t e r i a .  Development programs should cover 
the  areas  of shield materials and fabricat ion.  This requirement, i s  common 
t o  a l l  types of  nuclear power systems. 
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Boiler and Condenser 
The question of boi l ing and condensing s t a b i l i t y  i s  not ye t  well under- 
stood and fu r the r  invest igat ion o f  these phenomena i s  warranted. 
Turbine 
Key items i n  turbine development include a high-temperature mater ia l  
with a high strength-to-weight r a t i o  and good res i s tance  t o  erosion by 
moisture i n  the  vapor stream, the  development of r e l i a b l e  turbine bearings 
and seals ,  and a method of extracting moisture between s tages ,  
Radiator 
The fabr ica t ion  procedure f o r  the beryllium and s t a in l e s s  s t e e l  r ad ia to r  
requires  development. The key element i s  a s t a in l e s s  s t e e l  tube with a 
finned beryllium b a r r i e r .  A metallurgical bond i s  required between t h e  s t a i n -  
l e s s  s t e e l  tube and the  beryllium bar r ie r  i n  order t o  provide good heat 
t r a n s f e r  from the rad ia tor .  
Valves 
A l l  power systems share a requirement f o r  reliable valves, Development 
of valves f o r  high-temperature liquid-metal systems will require an extensive 
program of materials development, design and fabr ica t ion  techniques, and 
r e l i a b i l i t y  demonstration. 
E l e c t r i c a l  
The development of a l te rna tors  and motors i n  the s i z e  required and 
su i tab le  for  operation i n  t h e  required environment needs t o  be continued. 
Re l i ab i l i t y  and Maintenance 
The requirements for powerplant r e l i a b i l i t y  and maintenance a re  prime 
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stand t h e  in te rac t ion  between r e l i a b i l i t y  and maintenance. Development 
programs a r e  required t o  demonstrate feasible  and r e l i a b l e  maintenance 
techniques and equipment. 
metal f i l l-and-drain system. 
A re la ted  development i t e m  i s  a r e l i a b l e  l i qu id -  
Recommendations f o r  General Future Studies 
The following l i s t  presents t he  recommendations fo r  fur ther  analysis  
based on the  r e s u l t s  and conclusions of  t h i s  study. 
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1. Manned missions t o  planets other than Mars should be analyzed t o  
c l a r i f y  t h e  mission spectrum which favors t h e  use of combined high- and lev- 
thrust space transportation systems. 
2 .  Unmanned, automatic, planetary o r b i t a l  and surface probe missions 
employing hybrid-thrust vehicles should be studied and compared against  t he  
system requirements o f  a l l  high-thrust vehicles i n  order t o  es tab l i sh  fu r the r  
the  role of mixed-thrust systems i n  planetary exploration. 
3 .  Different mission modes employing constant- ra ther  than variable- 
t h r u s t  t r a j ec to r i e s  should be analyzed t o  f’urther check the  v a l i d i t y  of  t h e  
conclusions derived herein. 
4. Hybrid-thmst planetary missions employing swingby p ro f i l e s  should 
be investigated to determine possible mass savings and t o  uncover other types 
of propulsion-profile mixes which may prove advantageous mass-wise. 
5 .  Solar c e l l  and radioisotope power sources employing constant-thrust  
operating modes should be studied and compared with reactor  power sources t o  
e s t ab l i sh  the  favored powerplant for  various interplanetary missions and 
f l i g h t  p ro f i l e s .  
6 .  Further analysis  should be applied t o  ident i fying the influence of 
probable decreasing powerplant output with t i m e  (regardless of power source) 
on the  vehicle mass requirements and t o  es tabl ishing t h e  trade-off o f  power 
system r e l i a b i l i t y  with specif ic  weight. 
7. For the same missions u t i l i z e d  i n  studying t h e  Rankine cycle power 
system, powerplant comparisons should be made which include nuclear Brayton 
cycle and nuclear thermionic systems. 
8. Investigations should be i n i t i a t e d  i n t o  t h e  effect  t h a t  planetary 
parking o r b i t  operations have on the over-al l  hybrid-thrust  optimization. 
9. An in-depth design study should be made of mixed-thrust vehicle 
systems i n  order t o  uncover operational and in tegra t ion  problems and t o  
es tab l i sh  engineering f e a s i b i l i t y  of such spacecraft  designs (espec ia l ly  
i n  regard t o  the use of nuclear propulsion f o r  planetary capture a n d  
departure and t o  the  packaging requirements f o r  o r b i t a l  assembly). 
10. Additional e f f o r t  should be expended i n  analyzing t h e  constant- 
t h r u - s t  operating mode t o  determine t h e  classes  of t r a j e c t o r i e s  which possess 
two r a the r  than one coasting a rc .  
11. The basic Newton-Raphson algorithm should be applied t o  the constant- 
thrust-with-coast t ra jec tory  problem which has the payload opt,imization aspect 
as an in t eg ra l  part  of the  computational procedure, 
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12. The influence of abort  at various phases of the manned planetary 
mission should be studied for  i t s  effect  on the  mission-flight p ro f i l e  
se lec t ion  and, consequently, on t h e  vehicle syetem mass and design. 
13. Analysis should be in i t i a t ed  i n t o  the problem o f  computing the  low- 
t h rus t  t r a j ec to ry  requirements under d i f f e ren t  abort  modes and r e l a t ed  
remedial s t r a t eg ie s .  
14. The influence on t h e  design of the heat r e j ec t ion  system when the  
The consequent e f f ec t  on f l i g h t  p r o f i l e  se lec t ion  and vehicle system 
powerplant i s  operating close t o  t h e  sun (less than 0.5 AU) should be inves t i -  
gated. 
mass should a l so  be analyzed. 
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